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Our research

● 110+ public records requests to a range of law enforcement agencies. 

● Requests asked for:
○ Purchase records
○ Records of use 
○ Policies

● Examined government spending websites, grant databases, and other public info.

● Studied the technical capabilities of MDFTs.



Key findings

● Every American is at risk of having their phone forensically 
searched by law enforcement.

○ At least 2,000 law enforcement agencies across the U.S. have 
purchased a range of products and services offered by mobile device 
forensic tool vendors.
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Key findings

● A pervasive tool for even the most common offenses.

Law enforcement use these tools to investigate:

■ graffiti
■ shoplifting
■ marijuana possession
■ prostitution
■ vandalism

■ traffic crashes
■ parole violations
■ petty theft
■ public intoxication
■ and the full gamut of drug-related 

offenses



A pervasive tool



Key findings

● Few constraints, little oversight.

○ Many departments have no policies at all — despite using these tools 
for years. 

○ Nearly half of the departments that responded to our records requests 
(40 out of 81) indicated they had no policies in place.

○ Of the 41 policies we received, only nine are detailed enough to 
provide meaningful guidance to officers.



Key findings

● A dangerous expansion in law enforcement’s investigatory 
power.

○ With the amount of sensitive information stored on smartphones 
today, the tools provide a “window into the soul."

○ Given how routine these searches are today, and given racist policing 
practices, it’s more than likely that these technologies disparately 
affect and are used against communities of color.



Recommendations

1. Ban the use of consent searches of mobile devices

2. Abolish the plain view exception for digital searches

3. Require easy-to-understand audit logs

4. Enact robust data deletion and sealing requirements

5. Require clear public logging of law enforcement use
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Harlan Yu
harlan@upturn.org
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